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ABSTRACT

The research community has invested heavily in semiconducting two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs). Their stability when scaled down to a few atoms thick makes them attractive candidates to replace or supplement silicon in many
future technologies. Although this sentiment is prevalent, demonstrations of 2D field-effect transistors (FETs) often do not present their data
in a way that enables a straightforward comparison. For example, some papers solely use mobility as the figure of merit, while others focus
on unnormalized device on-current. Here, we benchmark the performance of a selection of 2D FETs with field-corrected metrics that allow a
more accurate projection of their potential; while the demonstrated methods are by no means comprehensive, they provide insight into
improved benchmarking of 2D FETs going forward. Importantly, we show that appropriate benchmarking requires consideration of the spe-
cific application, with the three dominant potential application areas of front-end-of-line (FEOL) high-performance FETs, back-end-of-line
(BEOL) 3D-integrated FETs, and low-cost thin-film FETs (or TFTs) each demonstrated. We find that 2D materials have the potential to
compete with silicon as the channel in scaled FEOL high-performance devices. Meanwhile, in BEOL applications, FETs from in situ synthe-
sized 2D materials have performance limited by their low crystal quality – a result of the stringent thermal budget of BEOL fabrication, which
necessitates the use of transferred 2D materials. In the TFT area, 2D materials are simpler to fabricate than their silicon-based counterparts
and they are competitive with other material alternatives. As promising as these findings are, there remain many hurdles for 2D materials to
overcome, including poor reliability, performance variability, and fabrication scalability. Continuous research effort, combined with appro-
priate benchmarking, is strongly encouraged.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0029712

Semiconducting two-dimensional (2D) materials, including tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and X-enes such as black phos-
phorous (BP), are promising candidates for next-generation,
aggressively scaled field-effect transistors (FETs).1–3 Their layered
nature preserves their general behavior down to a monolayer, and
their atomic thinness enables excellent electrostatic gating control of
the channel.4–9 Among 2Dmaterials, the TMD, molybdenum disulfide
(MoS2), stands out as a strong choice for n-type transistors toward
complementary logic, as evidenced by the numerous experimental
demonstrations in the literature.10–13 Being the front-runner of 2D
FETs, high-performance MoS2 FETs are often employed as the indica-
tor for progress of 2D FETs toward replacing or supplementing state-
of-the-art silicon technology. However, published reports frequently
make that comparison using metrics that touch upon limited aspects
of device performance instead of forming a holistic picture. For exam-
ple, mobility is widely used as an ultimate figure of merit for the

intrinsic quality of 2D channels14–19 even though devices with the
highest reported mobilities do not necessarily have the highest on-
state performance in terms of on-current (ION).

There are two main concerns for placing a high value on mobility
in scaled, high-performance 2D transistors. First, the process of
extracting field-effect mobility is known for being unreliable20,21 due
to the high contact resistance (forming at metal-2D interfaces),22–25

which dominates the total resistance of the device and obscures the
intrinsic channel performance. Although most reports point to the
likelihood of mobility underestimation, some also predict mobility
overestimation from contact gating and other effects.26,27 These com-
plications manifest in a broad range of experimentally reported mobi-
lities from as low as 0.02 cm2/(V s)28 to as high as 320 cm2/(V s)29 for
monolayer MoS2. Second, because mobility describes the frequency of
scattering events during carrier transport, its relevance in ultra-scaled
devices with ballistic channels is questionable.30 Altogether, these two
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issues demonstrate that the widely adopted mobility metric is inade-
quate for singularly describing the promise of 2D FETs.

For evaluating the off-state performance of 2D devices, it is useful
to look at the subthreshold swing (SS) and the on/off-current ratio
(ION/IOFF).

31–35 Nevertheless, these two metrics alone are not compre-
hensive indicators. The IEEE International Roadmap for Devices and
Systems (IRDS)36 specifies absolute current value requirements such
that IOFF is small enough for an acceptable leakage power consump-
tion and ION is large enough for a sufficient switching speed. Hence,
ratios and swings are most meaningful when the terminal values are
considered. Reporting ION as a measure for active device performance
is a good starting point, but there needs to be a thoughtful normaliza-
tion to enable comparison across various technology platforms and
different device configurations. For instance, it is unrealistic to com-
pare the ION magnitude of a dual-gated, high-k dielectric encapsulated,
short-channel device with a SiO2 back-gated, long-channel one.

37,38 It
is also unmethodical to compare the performance of devices at largely
disparate gate voltage overdrives (gate-source voltage minus threshold
voltage, VGS – Vth) or drain-source voltages.

In addition to the important considerations for on- and off-state
performance metrics, it is also critical to focus on the most relevant
deliverables for a particular application. 2D devices have been moti-
vated as having broad applicability in the transistor space; yet, their
performance requirements differ significantly between areas from
high-performance computing to thin-film applications. The most
effective benchmarking approach must make appropriate comparisons
among 2D device options while also putting these in the context of the
target application.

In this work, we propose and demonstrate a benchmarking
approach utilizing relevant and cross-compatible metrics to investigate
the potential of 2D materials for use in high-performance (HP) tran-
sistors, back-end-of-line (BEOL, 3D-integrated) transistors, and

thin-film transistors (TFTs), all of which have disparate processing
and performance requirements (see Fig. 1). HP transistors power the
most demanding applications, like server chipsets or state-of-the-art
CPUs—maximizing performance and minimizing size are of para-
mount importance in these applications.30 BEOL transistors are
embedded during the final chip processing steps for added functional-
ity or enhanced performance.39 By utilizing 3Dmonolithic integration,
BEOL transistors are added in the upper interconnect layers on top of
the finished front-end-of-line (FEOL) stack. Process compatibility is
the main consideration for this device category because of the process
thermal budget and fabrication cost limits. Finally, TFTs sacrifice high
performance and miniaturization for low cost and versatility, with fab-
rication simplicity being a major requirement.30 TFTs are better suited
for applications like large-area and flexible electronics. An example of
improved benchmarking for each of these 2D device application areas
is provided herein, drawing from recently reported advances in the lit-
erature, including from the Applied Physics Letters special collection.

It has been a common practice to normalize ION by dividing it by
the device width. Expressing ION in mA/lm or lA/lmmakes it possi-
ble to correlate devices with an unequal width or integration density
and is a critical part of proper benchmarking; however, this normaliza-
tion is still insufficient for a straightforward comparison. Si FinFETs
are extremely miniaturized owing to state-of-the-art fabrication capa-
bilities, which are not available to scientists creating research-grade
nanoelectronics; thus, 2D FETs typically have longer channels. This
device geometry disparity is still not captured by expressing current
per unit width. On the other hand, densely integrated, commercial Si
FinFETs must adhere to the power density limit, which caps their
drain-source voltage supply to a low value (0.7V at the 5-nm technol-
ogy node as per IEEE IRDS36), while 2D FETs are frequently reported
with large drain-source voltages to display their saturation behavior or
compensate for their high total device resistance. We propose that

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of different device applications where 2D materials can be employed. Scale bars indicate typical channel length dimensions. (a) HP transistor. (b)
BEOL transistor. (c) TFT.
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these disparities can be normalized through extracting ION from the
saturation regime and including the source-to-drain electric field (ESD)
averaged across the channel length, which is expressed in V/lm, in the
on-current metric. Hence, the maximum width-normalized on-cur-
rent (IMax, lA/lm) over ESD has units of (lA/lm)/(V/lm)¼lA/
V¼lS. Although ION can also be extracted from the linear region,
that approach would introduce subjectivity into the selection of the
point of extraction (the point of highest IMax/ESD in the linear regime
could have impractically low ION). Devices that do not saturate will
also have their performance exaggerated vs the ones that saturate as
desired for logic transistors. While there are shortcomings to this
metric, including the nonuniformity of the electric field from source-
to-drain particularly in short-channel devices, the improvements it
provides in including the impact of applied fields and relative lengths
are considerable. This proposed benchmarking performance metric is
used throughout this paper to analyze the potential of 2D FETs in
each of the previously mentioned device categories.

To begin, we investigated 2D FETs targeted for applications as
scaled, HP transistors. Benchmarking of the performance of a selection
of HP 2D FET demonstrations is shown in Fig. 2 against the 2020
IEEE IRDS projection for Si FinFETs. IMax/ESD is presented (as
extracted from the saturation regime) with regard to the average sheet
carrier concentration in the channel, n2D¼Cox"(VGS – Vth)/q, where
Cox is the gate oxide capacitance and q is the elementary charge. The
use of n2D streamlines comparison of devices with a dissimilar gate
dielectric thickness, gate dielectric constant, gating configuration, and
gate voltage overdrive. Finally, the legend in Fig. 2 highlights the devi-
ce’s on/off-current ratio. This whole benchmarking scheme provides a

basic, yet insightful, way to examine how devices with quite distinctive
dimensions and configurations compare to one another.

The BP devices (Refs. 62–64) reported in Fig. 2 clearly outper-
form silicon in terms of normalized drive current; unfortunately, they
suffer from a poor on/off-current ratio (less than 104 for these specific
devices) due to the small bandgap of BP. This has been a fundamental
limitation of BP along with its instability in air. There is still promise
for BP as researchers tackle these problems,40–45 and further invest-
ment in BP is warranted due to its unique position as a proven p-type
2D material.46 Quantum transport simulations on sub-10 nm mono-
layer BP FETs predict that they have the potential to meet the require-
ments of future technology nodes.47

Another promising p-type material is WSe2, which unlike BP,
has a sizable bandgap. WSe2 exhibits ambipolar conduction (having
similar electron and hole Schottky barriers) that can be pushed toward
favorable hole transport using high-work function metals such as Pd
and Au.48–50 The monolayer WSe2 device reported by Liu et al.

51 com-
fortably exceeds 2020 IRDS HP requirements, albeit at a higher n2D.
That result indicates hope for p-type 2D FETs to compete with current
technology. In comparison, n-type 2D FET demonstrations are domi-
nated by MoS2 as it is the highest-performing TMD thus far.52 The
majority of MoS2 devices depicted in Fig. 2 had high ION/IOFF ratios
that met or exceeded the 2020 IRDS HD requirement. Notably, the
device demonstrated by Das et al.12 had substantial normalized
drive current that outperformed its silicon counterpart. Further, that
device12 is still expected to maintain its superior position at the same
reduced n2D of IRDS projections. This is all assuming its current does
not saturate as its ESD increases (moving downward in the plot). This
assumption seems to be feasible considering that MoS2 FETs are pro-
jected to have Isat> 1mA/lm for n2D# 20" 1012 cm$2 at room tem-
perature.53 This is higher than the ION value of 0.854mA/lm for 2020
IRDS HP.

While this benchmarking example for HP 2D FETs is not com-
prehensive, it does have distinct advantages compared to traditional
approaches; for instance, if we were to use mobility as a sole perfor-
mance indicator, the device described by Liu et al.58—with a reported
field-effect mobility of 517 cm2/V s—would be deemed the best device
even though it has a low active on-state performance, as per the y-axis
in Fig. 2. This inflated mobility likely stems from an extraction error,
which is the main drawback for the adoption of mobility as a reliable
metric despite its appeal as a material-related property. It is important
to note that this benchmarking exercise ideally utilizes transistors that
are operating in the same regime. If all benchmarked devices had their
IMax/ESD extracted from the linear regime of the output characteristics,
then the relationship between the y-axis and the x-axis in the plot in
Fig. 2 would include isometric lines of constant mobility, which should
be extracted in the linear regime. However, most devices in Fig. 2 have
IMax/ESD extracted from the saturation regime, making their compari-
son to the saturated silicon benchmarks reasonable and any compari-
son to mobility unrealistic. Only the devices proposed by Zhang
et al.54, Liu et al.58, Liu et al.,51 and Wang et al.63 have metrics from
the linear regime, which could suggest that their performance is over-
estimated; nevertheless, their incorporation in the comparison does
not alter the findings. The use of the IMax/ESD metric does carry the
risk of negatively impacting devices where IMax is extracted at VDS

> VDS,sat, particularly if the current truly does completely saturate (i.e.,
zero output resistance). However, there are several factors that mitigate

FIG. 2. Performance benchmarking of a selection of 2D FET demonstrations in the
category of HP transistors using the width-normalized on-current divided by the
source-to-drain electric field vs the gate field-induced carrier concentration. 1 L:
monolayer. >3 L: more than three layers thick. 2020 IRDS HP: IRDS projected
specifications for high-performance logic transistors at the 5 nm node. 2020 IRDS
HD: IRDS projected specifications for high-density or low-power logic transistors at
the 5 nm node. The data points with a superimposed “"” indicate cases where
IMax/ESD was extracted from the linear region of the output characteristics (IDS vs
VDS) and, thus, may be exaggerated compared to the other points, which are from
the saturation regime. Inset: schematic of a bottom-gated 2D FET (with an added
top gate that is used in some reported devices) with key parameters
highlighted.12,51,53–65
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this risk: (1) most 2D FETs do not completely saturate; (2) extraction
of IMax in the saturation regime is most often done just after VDS,sat

(true for all devices in Fig. 2 except for Bolshakov et al.61); and (3)
even when changing the extraction of IMax/ESD for the 5 nm node Si
FinFETs to occurr at VDS¼Vt,sat, they still fall below 50 on the IMax/
ESD axis, which is still below many of the 2D FET demonstrations.
Overall, it is best if IMax is extracted as close to VDS,sat as possible for
this benchmarking approach, but it is also not absolutely critical.
Hence, the use of this IMax/ESD vs n2D approach alleviates some of the
confusion stemming from incorrectly extracted mobility values and
focuses more on on-current performance for a particular drain and
gate field, with some consideration of different channel lengths.

There is still a long road ahead with hurdles and obstacles for 2D
materials to overcome before they are considered a worthy replace-
ment to incumbent HP technologies.66 In fact, in the near future, it
might be more practical for 2D materials to augment rather than sup-
plant silicon technology. Scaled 2D FETs could initially find their way
in applications with less-stringent performance requirements, such as
memory (e.g., SRAM and eDRAM). One prominent area to integrate
2D FETs on silicon platforms is BEOL fabrication. 2D transistors
could be embedded within the top layers of a chip during the final
metallization processes to interconnect all the individual components
in an integrated circuit (IC). Being in the final steps in the process,
BEOL implementation is a low-temperature step with a strict thermal
budget of 400–500 %C.39,67,68 At elevated temperatures, the already fab-
ricated FEOL and other components would be adversely affected. This
limitation is detrimental to the crystalline quality of 2D materials
grown directly onto the BEOL layers, as evidenced by the compro-
mised condition of 2D materials grown at low temperatures using scal-
able synthesis techniques like chemical vapor deposition (CVD).69–72

Nevertheless, there are some reports of 2D devices that are synthesized
at temperatures below the process thermal limit.73–75

The active performance of a collection of BEOL-compatible FETs
is benchmarked in Fig. 3 in relation to their maximum processing
temperature. Here, BEOL compatibility is defined in two ways: (1)

either the device can be processed at a temperature below the process
limit (left side of figure) or (2) it can be grown with full coverage on a
sacrificial substrate and subsequently transferred and patterned on the
target chip (right side of the figure). The transfer approach appears to
be more promising for 2D materials due to the aforementioned tem-
perature constraint. The BEOL stack performance requirement
depends on the FEOL stack it is integrated onto, and there is more
focus on functionality for this type of application. Therefore, it is more
informative to benchmark 2D FETs against other alternatives rather
than a fixed roadmap projection.

The left-hand side of Fig. 3 (with maximum processing tempera-
tures <500 %C) indicates the difficulty of in situ synthesis of 2D chan-
nels for BEOL FETs. It is important to note that the y-axis in Fig. 3 is
on the logarithmic scale due to the wide range of reported perfor-
mance. ITO seems like an attractive option for low-temperature, low-
performance BEOL implementations with its high ION/IOFF ratio. Li
et al.76 achieved their competitive result at an efficient n2D value of
0.84 " 1012 cm$2. Greytak et al.86 scored the highest active perfor-
mance while observing thermal budget limits, albeit at a lower ION/
IOFF than ITO that is still acceptable for high-performance applica-
tions. Moving to the higher processing temperatures in the figure, an
apparent upward trend in performance is observed for MoS2 devices
as processing temperature goes up. This suggests that ex situ synthesis
is a more viable path for 2Dmaterials in this category, where improved
crystalline quality is achievable thanks to the higher thermal energy
syntheses. Note that these high-temperature synthesized 2D materials
will require further work to realize sufficient coverage, consistency,
and transferability for BEOL FET applications.

Beyond their suitability for aggressively scaled transistors, 2D lay-
ered materials enjoy a multitude of unique electronic, optoelectronic,
and mechanical properties.90–92 Those traits, coupled with the ability
to form functional, solution-processed 2D films, paves the way for
their incorporation into thin-film transistors (TFTs).93–96 TFTs do not
have to meet stringent high-performance requirements; instead, they
need to offer benefits such as low-cost fabrication, large-area synthesis,
or substrate agnosticism. With cost being a dominant factor for TFT
relevance, we present a similar benchmarking analysis as with the HP
and BEOL FETs, but with fabrication complexity as the variable
against active performance, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fabrication complexity for reported TFTs was derived by break-
ing down the major processing steps in each paper and scoring those
quantitatively for difficulty. Scoring was done based on the sophistica-
tion of equipment used in the fabrication, along with the required time
and energy for processing (see the supplementary material for detailed
scoring of steps in each reference).

Interestingly, a spin-coated MoS2 TFT accomplished the highest
performance in this survey of TFTs. Although the authors used a
simple spin coating step to deposit the films initially, their use of
high-temperature annealing and e-beam evaporation for contact metal
formation pushed their fabrication complexity toward the mid-range.
The superiority of spin-coated MoS2 TFTs here is made a bit uncertain
as other demonstrations in the collection (Refs. 106 and 107) fall short
in active performance and ION/IOFF. While the dip-coated MoS2 device
in the study by Xi et al.97 did not reach the same performance level, its
simple fabrication process could make it desirable for specific applica-
tions. As a less-established process, further work is needed to optimize
dip-coated MoS2-based devices and investigate proper post-processing

FIG. 3. Performance benchmarking of a selection of 2D FET demonstrations for
potential use as BEOL transistors. The maximum process temperature will also
depend on the thermal exposure time, which is not captured in this plot. 1 L: mono-
layer. >3 L: more than three layers thick. CNT: carbon nanotube. ITO: indium tin
oxide. IGZO: indium gallium zinc oxide. IZO: indium zinc oxide.68,76–89
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steps to increase IMax/ESD. The same could be said about the in-place
printed carbon nanotube (CNT) demonstration by Lu et al.98 It is
important to highlight that the devices reported by Gomes et al.,99 Xi
et al.,97 and Higgins et al.100 were controlled using a global gate. While
that configuration is common in research demonstrations due to its
simplicity, it is not viable in commercial circuits where individual con-
trol via a local gate is compulsory. Therefore, the fabrication complex-
ity of these demonstrations might actually be higher if they follow that
mandate. Moreover, globally gated devices falsely enjoy lower contact
resistance through the effect of contact gating. Consequently, their per-
formance is slightly exaggerated.6 The widely used amorphous silicon
(a-Si) (Refs. 102 and 103) provided reasonable performance yet suf-
fered from a high fabrication complexity with a lengthy and compli-
cated procedure. Overall, 2D materials show some promise for TFT
applications owing to their fabrication simplicity; however, there are
some key factors still to overcome in terms of reproducibility and scal-
ability of the processes. Hence, significant further research is needed to
optimize their processing to elevate their performance to viable levels.

To summarize, we benchmarked the performance of 2D FETs
across three distinct device categories using proposed, field-corrected
metrics. Our proposed scheme made it possible to compare devices
with a dissimilar structure and under varying bias conditions. Even
though these benchmarking exercises were not exhaustive and do have
shortcomings, we were able to extract useful insight into the competi-
tiveness of 2D-layered materials in distinct future technologies by
taking the specific needs of each technology into consideration. An
even more comprehensive approach to appropriate benchmarking
that may address lingering challenges with the approach herein would
be welcome; in the meantime, the proposed benchmarking methods
provide a distinct improvement over benchmarking with a single
performance metric, such as unnormalized on-current or mobility.

When 2D FETs are scaled down to the same dimensions as state-
of-the-art Si FinFETs, we expect them to be a viable contender in HP
transistors. MoS2 appears to be the front-runner for n-type devices,
while more work is needed to pinpoint a p-type material that offers

similar performance. While this says nothing of the challenges related
to synthesis, reproducibility, and process integration, at least from a
device performance Perspective, the vision is clearer with this bench-
marking approach.

A more feasible implementation for 2D materials in the nearer
term is in BEOL applications. However, the crystal quality of 2D mate-
rials suffers from the thermal constraint of a BEOL process. Ex situ
synthesis at higher temperatures and subsequent transfer appear to be
a promising route toward commercial implementation. With growing
interest in the added functionality of monolithic 3D-integrated devi-
ces, 2D materials are strong contenders for continuous consideration.

The advantageous properties of 2D materials and their compati-
bility with solution-phase processing make them a strong candidate
for TFTs. Their fabrication cost efficiency and satisfactory perfor-
mance in that category are a powerful combination. However, there
are many requisites for technological success that could not be cap-
tured in our analysis. 2D materials are notorious for their performance
variability,108 and their scalable fabrication techniques are not
completely mature.85,109,110 A paradigm shift in current fabrication
approaches might be needed instead of striving to fit the mold of
incumbent methods. Nonetheless, the results reported so far by the
community of researchers are encouraging and they warrant substan-
tial investment into the betterment of this exciting class of semicon-
ductor materials. We propose that researchers perform more targeted
benchmarking in the analysis of their 2D devices, by considering the
impact of relative electric fields and focusing on the appropriate met-
rics for a specific application.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for a detailed breakdown on fab-

rication complexity scoring for reported TFTs in Fig. 4.
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